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Abstract 8 

Purpose: This paper outlines the health effects of climate changes. Mitigating and adaptation measures are identified and 9 
proposed. These measures highlight the urgent need for action. 10 

Methods: This is an extended literature review paper based on keywords search: direct and indirect climate change health 11 
effects, uncertainty about climate changes, vulnerability, and adaptation and mitigation measures. 12 

Results: Climate changes can negatively affect human health both directly, e.g., through extreme weather events and 13 
outbreaks of climate sensitive diseases such as malaria and dengue fever, and indirectly, e.g., through food and water 14 
insecurity issues. Climate changes and their health impacts can only be predicted within wide margins of uncertainty. A 15 
precautionary approach and the complementary responses of adaptation and mitigation are proposed dealing with the health 16 
risks of “global warming”.  17 

Conclusions: Current climate change increasingly evolves as a major health risk and an important challenge to deal with. 18 
The changing climate and the severity of the health impacts reveal the urgent need to act and adopt mitigating and adaptation 19 
measures. Addressing environmental health in plans dealing with climate changes will result in benefits for natural 20 
environment, human and animal health.  21 
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Introduction  24 

The Earth’s climate system changes continuously: cool and warm periods alternate, but the current warming is unusual [1, 25 
2]. This trend phenomenon is attributed to human activities and to the continuously increasing demand for energy [1]. The 26 
strong relation between climate and health is undisputed [3-5] and the roots of that knowledge dovetail in the ancient years. 27 
For instance, the Greek physician Hippocrates described 2,400 years ago connections between health and environmental 28 
quality in his work “On Airs, Waters, and Places” [6]. 29 

Negative influences on the climate result from air pollution and affect water quality [7, 8]. Greenhouse gas (GHG) 30 
emissions cause the warming while aerosols have mainly a cooling impact, moderating the heating process [7]. Surface 31 
water layers stock massive amounts of the energy resulting from the warming climate. Their physical and biological 32 
characteristics change in a significant way [see e.g., 4, 5]. GHG act as drivers of climate changes (CC). This contributes to or 33 
causes floods, heath waves and other extreme weather events [1, 7, 8]. The changing weather patterns also influence 34 
agriculture, food, water, ecosystems and socioeconomic conditions, which all can affect health [3].  35 

The warming of the planet is a global threat for human health [4] and dealing with unfavorable climate conditions 36 
is an urgent need. Climate change has started downgrading the quality of everyday life of many people and its potential 37 
impacts on health are severe and should be addressed with attention. Extreme weather events, such as hurricane Katrina and 38 
storm Xaver, revealed that humanity should be protected more effectively against extreme weather phenomena. Natural 39 
disasters cause injuries and deaths, devastate the socio-economic situation [4, 9-11], degrade the natural environment [12, 40 
13], and cause a variety of health problems, including water and food borne diseases, and climate sensitive diseases that are 41 
often difficult to treat such as malaria, Lyme disease or dengue fever [3]. 42 

The low urban air quality in combination with noise, the heat island effect and other factors has turned modern 43 
megacities in almost hostile places to live in. This illustrates their urgent need of in depth remodeling, moving to more 44 
sustainable conditions [14,15]. City designers and policy makers have to deal with air pollution, urban warming [14, 15] and 45 
with the resilience of the urban environments which should offer security also towards unfavorable weather events and their 46 
impacts. Vulnerability to climate change shows significant variation between social classes, and between poor and 47 
prosperous countries [16-19]. Moreover, the effects of the CC are unequally distributed [3], making the CC landscape even 48 
more complex.  49 

Science cannot predict exactly the future climate outcomes and the existing scenarios and forecasts are 50 
characterized by inherent uncertainties [20]. Only carefully planned strategies which do not deal with scientific uncertainty 51 
justifying inertia can effectively protect people from the imminent climate risks. An integrated approach cannot be realized 52 
unless “environmental health” is at the center of the concerns. The pathway towards a cleaner and safer planet begins with 53 
proper mitigating and adaptation strategies. The aim of this contribution is outlining the health effects of climate changes, 54 
propose mitigating and adaptive measures as steps leading to a healthier tomorrow and highlight the urgent need for action.  55 

Current climate change  56 

The global average temperature at the Earth’s surface increased by 0.74 ± 0.18 oC during the 20th century (1906 – 2005). 57 
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During the same period heat waves became more frequent and intense. Also increases in sea level (mainly attributed to the 58 
thermal expansion of the surface water and the melting of the polar land ice), precipitation, drought, changes in the 59 
frequency and intensity of monsoons and tropical cyclones, unexpected variations in snow cover, and  alterations in the 60 
atmospheric circulation and in the ocean water streams were recorded [21]. Many of the last years are ranked amongst the 61 
hottest ones on record of the last centuries. For instance 2010, was the hottest year, 2005 the second, 2003 the fifth and 2012 62 
the ninth hottest year since 1850 [22]. Warming will continue during the near future because it is the result of greenhouse 63 
gas emissions in the past [23]. By the end of the 21st century a temperature increase of 1.1 to 6.4°C is forecasted [21]. More 64 
negative impacts are expected and there is an urgent need to adopt adaptation and mitigation measures. 65 

Climate changes also affect ecosystems and the consequences impact both terrestrial (e.g.,, effects on biodiversity 66 
[24] and aquatic ecosystems (e.g.,, negative effects on coral reefs [25]). Humans rely on ecosystems for many of their 67 
essential needs and therefore their well being is threatened. 68 

Direct health effects of climate changes 69 

As weather affects human health directly, changes in climate affect health also in a direct way [e.g 3-5, 26, 27].  70 

Air quality  71 

Continuous emissions mainly during the last half a century degraded the air quality affecting both the climate system and 72 
human health. Polluted air contains among others, GHG, particulate matter (PM), aero-allergens, radioactive elements, 73 
desert dust (the dust can be mixed with pollutants such as PMs and mold spores) and other pollutants [28-30]. GHG  increase 74 
the intensity of the  “greenhouse effect” and chlorofluorohydrocarbons (CFCs) cause the depletion of the stratospheric ozone 75 
layer, allowing more ultraviolet radiation to reach the Earth’s surface. Others pollutants increase tropospheric ozone 76 
concentrations, indicating elevated exposure to a complex mixture of pollutants [7]. Exposure to ultraviolet radiation 77 
increases the risk for melanoma and other cutaneous malignancies, cataracts and immunosuppression [31, 32].  78 

Weather conditions affect air quality and CC play a determining role in that impact [33]. For instance, increased 79 
temperatures promote the formation of tropospheric ozone [34, 35]. Furthermore, CC causes alterations in the normal 80 
production of pollen [3]. Cardiovascular and respiratory diseases can be attributed to air pollution. Pneumonia, asthma, 81 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, allergic rhinitis are common examples. Furthermore, air pollution leads to increased 82 
mortality [3]. Air transport of pollutants from remote areas, wildfires, wood smoke from fireplaces and burning of 83 
inappropriate materials make the problem more complex. 84 

Outdoor air quality can be low, offering a risk as the total population might be exposed to it during long periods. 85 
However, poor indoor air quality is also related to weather and CC. To reduce GHG emissions and save energy (mitigation 86 
measures) people effectively insulated many buildings. In the absence of sufficient ventilation, insulation leads to the 87 
deterioration of the indoor air quality [34]. Avoiding the sick-building syndrome needs an anticipative and precautionary 88 
attitude from architects and building designers should be aware of the importance of the construction in establishing both 89 
energy efficient and healthy indoor environments.   90 

Extreme weather conditions  91 

Extreme weather events often cause natural disasters of which the impacts are devastating. Examples include heat waves, 92 
typhoons, hurricanes, floods and droughts. The consequent natural disasters are attributed to (intensified) CC [36]. Extreme 93 
weather conditions have multiple health impacts. Next to common health impacts, extreme weather conditions cause 94 
injuries, deaths, respiratory, cardiovascular and diarrheal diseases. The psychological impacts of the natural disasters are 95 
sometimes most destructive (e.g., the loss of relatives and / or property). Post-traumatic stress includes anxiety, depression, 96 
and unusual behavior, especially in children [37, 38]. Mental health problems must not be underestimated and authorities 97 
should offer psychological support where needed. In the center of the Belgian port city of Antwerp, the average temperature 98 
during summertime is 3.5°C higher than in the rural areas surrounding the city. In Antwerp’s parks the effect is 1°C less as 99 
compared to the built areas. This shows that greening the city in innovative ways, is the main reply to the urban heat islands. 100 

High temperatures and heat waves  101 

High temperatures are associated with an increased incidence of many health problems, including heat exhaustion, heart and 102 
brain failure, stroke, cramps and diarrheal disease [3-5, 39]. Temperature changes alter the geographical and seasonal 103 
distribution of climate sensitive diseases, such as malaria and schistosomiasis. High temperatures enhance the negative 104 
effects of the air pollution [40]. Furthermore, the formation of the urban heat island effect leads to higher temperatures in 105 
many cities, which increases the health risk [3, 14, 41]. 106 

Water born disease vectors and parasites are adapted to the temperatures and the humidity in the areas where they 107 
prevail. When the climate conditions change, the areas where these organisms breed [42, 43] and the corresponding odds of 108 
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infection change. For instance, malaria which is caused by the parasite Plasmodium falciparum is transmitted by the 109 
Anopheles mosquito. This insect does not survive below 20oC [44] and the optimum temperature range is 25-30oC [42]. 110 
Changing climate conditions will affect in this way the incidence of infected people. 111 

Heat waves during summer months and heat-related deaths became common while deaths from excess cold still 112 
remain a significant fatal factor in the northern and continental regions of Europe [3]. Most characteristic is the excess 113 
mortality during the summer heat wave of 2003 in many European countries. In France, mortality during this period reached 114 
record levels (about 14,800 victims) [45]. In 12 affected European countries 70,000 excess deaths were registered [46]. 115 
Another example are the approximately 1,000 excess heat wave deaths in Athens in July of 1987 [47]. Respiratory and 116 
cardiovascular morbidity, stroke and mortality are outcomes of the exposure to extreme heat [3-5, 48]. Elderly people, 117 
people with chronic diseases and people who are under certain diuretic medications belong to the most vulnerable groups. 118 
Their health problems are caused by the difficulties they experience in regulating their body temperature [48].  119 

Heath waves are increasing in frequency and intensity in Europe [1]. In the absence of an effective mitigation 120 
policy, countries increasingly focus on adaptation measures. These include early warning systems, extreme weather event 121 
action plans and disaster preparedness and response mechanisms. Additional attention should be given to climate-resilient 122 
health care infrastructure. 123 

Floods and heavy precipitation 124 

Floods are the most common example of natural disasters [49] which affect thousands of people annually. Injuries and 125 
deaths are common during flood episodes [3].  126 

Floodwaters transport microorganisms, chemicals and materials causing infections and injuries. Contamination of 127 
natural water bodies or drinking water frequently occurs [3, 50]. Contaminated floodwater may contain heavy metals, 128 
pesticides, asbestos and radioactive waste depending on the nature of the flooded sites [50]. Molds can contaminate flood-129 
affected houses and other humid buildings. Moreover humidity in houses is difficult to treat [51]. Consequently inhabitants 130 
can be exposed to microorganisms, mycotoxines, VOCs and various airborne PMs, which increase the risk for respiratory 131 
diseases and cancer [52, 53].  132 

Floods are mainly related to fecal-oral diseases (e.g., cholera, typhoid fever, cryptosporidiosis, non-specific 133 
diarrhea), vector borne diseases (e.g., malaria, West Nile virus) and rodent borne diseases (e.g., Hantavirus Pulmonary 134 
Syndrome, leptospirosis) [49].  135 

Heavy precipitation favors the development of breeding sites for vectors such as mosquitoes (e.g., malaria, dengue 136 
fever), ticks (e.g., encephalitis, Lyme disease), rodents (e.g., leptospirosis, hantavirus pulmonary syndrome) and snails 137 
(schistosomiasis) [3, 54]. 138 

Tropical cyclones 139 

Tropical cyclones (hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones) cause millions of deaths and are associated with a variety of health 140 
impacts including injuries and infectious diseases (e.g., malaria, typhoid fever, infectious hepatitis, gastroenteritis and acute 141 
respiratory infections) [55]. Floods produced by tropical cyclones, heavy rainfalls, strong winds and storms are destructive 142 
and result in a variety of above mentioned health risks, including the contamination of natural water bodies [3].  143 

Droughts  144 

Droughts are associated with malnutrition, respiratory problems (airborne dust) and infectious diseases, with the 145 
meningococcal meningitis being one of the most characteristic examples [3, 56]. Droughts also increase the risk of (forest) 146 
fires [56] which also constitutes a health risk factor. Any stagnant water body is a suitable environment for pathogenic 147 
agents, such as toxic algae [e.g., 57].  148 

Indirect health effects of CC 149 

Climate change is related to indirect health impacts which are affected by changes in the Earth’s climate. For instance, CC 150 
produce food and water insecurity resulting in economic decline [3, 4]. In view of the fast increasing population in many 151 
developing countries [4, 58], these issues are of paramount importance. 152 

Sufficient food of good quality is basic in avoiding food insecurity and the associated negative health impacts. 153 
Adequate quantity is threatened by extreme weather events (e.g., floods, droughts) and water scarcity, leading to under- and 154 
malnutrition resulting among others in micronutrient deficiencies [3, 4]. Inadequate food quality may result from increased 155 
temperatures affecting the breeding and development of infectious organisms. Flies, rodents and toxic algal blooms provide 156 
characteristics examples [3]. Increased ocean temperatures (which are an effect of CC) favor the development of aquatic 157 
plants able to produce toxins which expose humans through the food chain (e.g., consumption of contaminated seafood or 158 
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contact with contaminated bathing water). A common example is ciguatera. Furthermore, ocean warming favors the 159 
methylation of mercury. The result is increased exposure to methyl mercury through fish consumption [3].  160 

Reassurance of safe and enough water is not for granted. The poor quality of salinized irrigation water  (likely due 161 
to sea level rise as a result of CC or due to over-irrigation) and / or the lack of the necessary water for  agriculture can reduce 162 
the yield of many crops and appears as an important cause of food insecurity [9, 59, 60].  163 

Poor sanitation is a risk factor for the development of many diseases and related, influencing factors, such as 164 
already poor sanitation, overcrowding, unequal distribution of natural resources and poverty which all contribute increasing 165 
the vulnerability to climate sensitive diseases [4, 9, 61]. Water-borne diseases cannot be avoided when hygienic conditions 166 
are substandard and where there is insufficient access to safe drinking water [3]. CC influence both prerequisites and 167 
consequently increase the vulnerability of people. 168 

Poverty can increase as a result of CC [11]. Natural disasters, contribute to economic collapse [see 4, 10, 62]. 169 
Natural disasters trigger population displacements and host communities face increased risks of overcrowding, food and / or 170 
water security, communicable diseases and violent conflicts [9, 11].   171 

CC change energy consumption patterns and extreme temperature events may lead to increased energy needs for 172 
cooling or heating [63]. This is well documented in relation to the urban heat island effect [64]. Biofuels are considered able 173 
to counteract the increasing greenhouse gas emissions [65, 66]. Biofuel crops need land and water which otherwise can be 174 
used to produce food in particular for poor and vulnerable populations [65]. In this way, biofuel crops contribute to food 175 
insecurity.  176 

Vulnerability to CC  177 

“Vulnerability is “the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of 178 
climate change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate 179 
of climate change and variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.” [67]. 180 

Vulnerability is about the social dimension of the CC, because the poorest (low or zero income) and other social 181 
groups, such as elderly, children, sick, marginalized and homeless people, are more susceptible to CC and to extreme 182 
weather conditions [68]. CC aggravate social inequity and factors such as social class, gender, age, ethnicity, political 183 
decisions determine the intensity of the impact [68, 69]. Capacity to adaptation is a key element of vulnerability. Even within 184 
the same geographical area (e.g., in a city), the adaptation capacity extremely differs among social groups. Obviously, 185 
certain groups (including sick people) face higher risks from the same extreme weather events than the more privileged ones 186 
[68-70]. Areas which are (highly) vulnerable include many developing countries and coastal regions [3, 4]. An example is 187 
provided by the developing small-island states. For them a natural disaster or the coral deterioration that can be attributed to 188 
CC [25, 71], results in subsequent declines in the income from fishery and tourism [70]. The more economic degradation, the 189 
more difficult it is for these states to obtain an appropriate level of protection against CC. More in general, geographical 190 
location is an important risk factor for vulnerability and all coastal regions face adverse effects as a result of sea level rise 191 
and storms [72]. Other risk factors result from anarchic urbanization and especially from the emergence and existence of 192 
“slums”, i.e. the vast informal settlements characterized by overcrowding, lack of sanitation and of safe water (probable 193 
causes of diarrheal diseases) and many other socioeconomic and health related problems [4, 73]. 194 

The most vulnerable groups are not or under-represented in decision-making. This concerns both whole countries 195 
and social groups. This increases their vulnerability and limits their adaptive capacity [69, 70, 74]. Decision making should 196 
take into account a socially fair burden sharing of the CC risks and avoid making the already vulnerable even more 197 
susceptible to CC [74]. 198 

Vulnerability is a function of factors changing over time and space. Vulnerability is not static [75] and requires 199 
continuous efforts to determine and manage its real dimensions. 200 

Uncertainty 201 

Different climate scenarios and forecasts allow predicting climate behaviour, but all of them are characterized by inherent 202 
uncertainties [20, 76]. Part of this uncertainty is about predicting (the extent of) the health outcomes. Health outcomes are 203 
the result of complex interactions between climate, environmental policies and adaptation and mitigation measures, 204 
population growth, socio-economics to mention just these aspects. This multi-causality and the resulting complexity make 205 
predictions uncertain [3]. A primary uncertainty is related with the average increase in temperature which is forecasted for 206 
the end of this century and which ranges between 1.1 and 6.4oC [21]. However, an increase of a few degrees above a 207 
threshold during summertime will cause a significant number of excess deaths [45, 77]. Therefore, even a slight increase in 208 
temperature might result in significant effects. Moreover the range of the mathematical uncertainty by itself constitutes a 209 
risk.  210 
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In spite of the uncertainties, convincing evidence exists which indicates that heat morbidity and mortality will 211 
increase with increasing temperature. The geography and incidence of climate sensitive diseases will change worldwide [3].  212 

Underestimation of the importance of the uncertainty increases the vulnerability which, as mentioned above, changes 213 
from one period to another [17, 75]. For instance, infrastructure designers should take uncertainty about climate outcomes 214 
into account. Climate conditions are expected to be very different after every 80 to100 years while the life expectancy of the 215 
build infrastructure exceeds that time period [78]. This illustrates that the adaptive capacity decreases over the years, while 216 
vulnerability increases. Decision-making has to address the uncertainty about the upcoming environmental and health 217 
outcomes. The vulnerability of future generations depends on the decisions taken now. Mistaken environmental and / or 218 
health related options are a threat to sustainable development.  219 

Effective adaptation strategies can be developed even if science is not able to accurately predict the natural 220 
phenomena [79]. If policy makers use scientific uncertainty as a justification for inertia or for acting at an inappropriately 221 
low level, lack of preparedness and health hazards are likely results [80]. Furthermore, the nature of the adaptation and 222 
mitigation measures (e.g., clean technology, energy efficiency) increases the overall uncertainty, as the necessary degree of 223 
these measures cannot be determined exactly and only estimations are possible [1]. 224 

Decision makers have to deal with uncertainty and only a precautionary attitude can prevent and; if possible, reverse 225 
negative health trends. According to United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992) [81]: 226 

“The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and 227 
mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should 228 
not be used as a reason for postponing such measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with climate 229 
change should be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost. To achieve this, such policies and 230 
measures should take into account different socioeconomic contexts, be comprehensive, cover all relevant sources, sinks and 231 
reservoirs of greenhouse gases and adaptation, and comprise all economic sectors. Efforts to address climate change may be 232 
carried out cooperatively by interested Parties.”  233 

Strategies that should be adopted must apply the precautionary principle, decrease vulnerability and increase 234 
adaptive capacity. However, measures such as the increase of energy prices, e.g., through additional taxes, have a 235 
counterproductive capacity [82] and negatively affect both health and climate (e.g., through the use of cheap and low quality 236 
energy sources which increase the air pollution. 237 

Mitigation and adaptation to CC 238 

Counteracting the negative health effects of CC necessitates both mitigation and adaptation measures [1, 3, 4]. According to 239 
the glossary used by IPCC [67], mitigation is defined as:  240 

 “An anthropogenic intervention to reduce the anthropogenic forcing of the climate system; it includes strategies to 241 
reduce greenhouse gas sources and emissions and enhancing greenhouse gas sinks. 242 

and adaptation, as: 243 

“Adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which 244 
moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities.” 245 

Mitigating measures are about reducing GHG emissions and counteract in this way the fundamental drivers of CC. 246 
Mitigation necessitates a policy of which also health will benefit as a result of the reduction of pollutant emissions, a more 247 
efficient use of resources, and an enhancement of GHG sinks which absorb these gases and remove them from the 248 
atmosphere [1, 3, 4, 83]. Adaptation is about coping with CC effects as sea level rise, dryer climate, surface and ground 249 
water levels, wildfires and extreme weather events [1, 3, 17, 75]. Poverty, social problems, lack of understanding the 250 
problem and its seriousness, lack of planning, of policy and of know-how are common constraints to achieve adaptation 251 
interventions [8, 68, 70]. These obstacles reveal the ability of developed countries to adapt more effectively as compared to 252 
the developing ones [4, 18]. Furthermore, adaptation entails new treats to human health and some of them also offer 253 
opportunities improving health [1, 3, 4].  254 

These two types of responses to CC must be combined and considered as complementary to achieve positive 255 
results. In other words, adaptation measures alone may prove inefficient to deal with the impacts of global warming [1]. The 256 
capacity to adapt to CC and its impacts is influenced by a complex set of factors, including socioeconomic situation and 257 
policy choices. This shows that adaptation is a dynamic process [1], requiring continuous efforts.  258 

Mitigating measures  259 

Mitigating measures target at the reduction of GHG emissions and, therefore, are mainly related to energy production and 260 
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consumption. Increasing the efficiency of fuels, producing energy efficient machines, and replacing the old ones (recycling 261 
will boost this plan) are steps towards reducing the emission of these pollutants [1]. As mentioned before, both environment 262 
and health benefit from this reduction [e.g.,, 4]. An effective GHG reduction policy will contribute to environmental quality 263 
and improve health. 264 

Mitigation includes measures promoting the transition to sustainable energy, i.e. the use of solar, wind and water 265 
power, to CO2 neutral buildings, cities and regions, and to a more efficient mobility. Moreover, agriculture should be less 266 
globalized and demand less inputs of materials, products and energy. Examples of mitigating measures include: the use of 267 
solar photovoltaic systems, the use of more efficient vehicles and lighting, recycling processes and reforestation (forests are 268 
a major carbon sink) [1, 4, 83].  269 

Also lifestyle and behavior can enhance mitigation efforts. For instance, more bicycling and walking, the adoption 270 
of personal energy-saving efforts, the reduction of household waste and the avoidance of superfluous consumption are 271 
environmentally friendly options that people can adopt to contribute to the mitigation processes [1]. 272 

Adaptation measures  273 

Adaptation measures target to increase resilience and reduce vulnerability to CC [e.g., 3, 4]. Adaptation refers to negative 274 
impacts that are currently ongoing and to their negative impacts that are expected during the following decades [1, 3]. 275 
Adaptation can be applied in key sectors including energy use and management, water use, distribution and management, 276 
agriculture, infrastructure and settlements, human health, tourism and transport [1, 78]. Adaptation measures are either 277 
technical or managerial and often require policy initiatives. 278 

For instance, to cope with sea level rise or with flooding, protecting the existing natural buffers and barriers (e.g., 279 
wetlands), but also building dams and “floating” buildings have preventive potential and increase resilience. Dealing with 280 
water shortage and coping with the negative impacts of a dryer climate uses the following adaptations: the piping systems 281 
transferring drinking water to areas facing water shortage, water re-use, new varieties of drought-resistant crops, and 282 
improving irrigation. Adaptation to (main) wildfires necessitates more prevention, water sources and fire-fighters. Other 283 
adaptation strategies include crop relocation, changes in pesticide use, improved road planning and design, combining 284 
multiple sources of energy, increased reliability of forecasts of extreme weather events, and increased public awareness, 285 
education and training of the emergency staff, among others in local governments [1, 3, 4, 75, 78, 84]. Family planning is 286 
another adaptation measure which keeps a population within sustainable ranges and prevents uncontrolled population growth 287 
which can intensify the impacts of CC [4]. 288 

Simple adaptation measures anyone can apply exist and include: the use of screens and nets preventing mosquito 289 
bites [3]. More complex adaptation strategies should be applied with care and attention should be paid avoiding negative 290 
feedback. For example, if local governments use air-conditioning in public spaces, the energy source should be carefully 291 
selected, avoiding an increase in GHG emissions and the enhancement of the urban heat island effect [3]. 292 

Both direct and indirect health benefits are associated with adaptation to CC. For instance, adaptation in the health 293 
care sector benefits health directly. This can be realized e.g., by funding health programs, enhancing health infrastructure 294 
resilience, improving surveillance of climate sensitive diseases and by organizing appropriate education and training 295 
programs for health professionals to transfer both explicit and tacit knowledge on climate change, its impacts and responses 296 
[1, 78, 85].  297 

Action on climate change affects health in different ways. For instance walking and bicycling also reduce the 298 
amounts of pollutants emitted by traffic [1, 15]. The effects are particularly obvious in pedestrianized urban centers. Making 299 
cities and mobility more sustainable, not only results in less exposure to air pollutants, but also improves the physical 300 
condition of people. Green areas improve the health of the people living nearby, e.g., through their cooling impact on the 301 
urban heat island effect [86], less visits to doctors and hospital days, lower consumption of medical drugs and less 302 
consultations on psychological indications [see 87, 88]. 303 

Many adaptation (or mitigation or both adaptation and mitigation) strategies are directed towards the reduction of 304 
the existing or the expected health risk factors or towards improving health. For instance, adequate decisions on energy, 305 
water and material efficiency of buildings contribute to improved indoor air quality and to more sustainable lifestyles, which 306 
are less threatening for health. 307 

Conclusions 308 

Current climate change evolves towards a major health risk, causing direct and indirect effects and offers a real policy and 309 
management challenge to. Climate outcomes and their health impacts can only be predicted within wide margins of 310 
uncertainty. However, uncertainty should not be used advocating inertia in the adoption of mitigation and adaptation 311 
measures. A precautionary approach in the management responses allows reducing global warming related health risks.  312 
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Vulnerability varies among social classes, poor and wealthy nations, and over time. The severity of the CC related 313 
health impacts reveals the urgent need to act. Adequate planning incorporates environmental health. The measures proposed 314 
benefit both the natural environment and human health.  315 

Unfortunately, the CC / environmental / health triple win situations are rare. Of core importance are 316 
comprehensive local, regional and national climate plans addressing CC effects in an integrated and societally supported 317 
way. Monitoring should make sure the plans reach their targets. Practical instruments as group purchases of green energy, 318 
eco-doctors, subventions, training, education and awareness significantly contribute to these plans and to transitions at the 319 
local level. 320 
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